**Grammar Up**

This app includes multiple choice questions like those found in the TOEIC English proficiency test. Take quizzes designed to help learners improve their grammar, word selection, and vocabulary. There are 20 different grammar categories included.

**Grammar Express**

Grammar Express allows learners to study grammar rules by topic, and take practice tests. Learners set a time limit and number of questions. Test progress is recorded and charted to help learners determine which topics require more focus.

Mobile Apps for English Literacy

For iOS and Android
From spelling...

**A+ Spelling**
Learners take spelling tests using words added by tutors. They can choose to repeat words until spelled correctly, practice only challenging words, or unscramble words.

**Easy Spelling Aid**
Learners say a word or phrase to display the correct spelling. Easy Spelling Aid understands a variety of different accents and can even provide English translation from multiple languages.

**Speech Tutor**
Animations show tongue placement and positioning so that learners can “see inside the mouth” as sounds are being made. Learners can record themselves as they practice making word sounds.

To writing...

**Phonics Genius**
Phonics Genius helps students to become aware of the individual sounds in a spoken word and learn the relationship between these sounds and letters of the written word.

**Sentence Maker**
Learners create small sentences and add photos, illustrations, or even their own voice recordings. Letter case is supported so that learners can practice proper capitalization.

**USA Learns English**
Learners join an English language classroom and complete an activity to test comprehension. They can create flashcards, see a photo of each word, and hear its pronunciation.

Apps have got you covered!

**US Citizenship Test**
This app helps learners practice for the USCIS Citizenship test or test their knowledge on US History and Government. Flash cards can be displayed in random order. Contains flash cards for all 100 test questions.

**Newsela**
Newsela helps students to become better readers. Every day, high-interest news and nonfiction articles are published in five different levels of reading complexity.

**App on!**